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	concerned with the study of the development and use of advanced information
	technologies and systems for national, international, and societal security-related
	applications. In the past few years,we have witnessed that ISI experienced tremendous
	growth and attracted significant interest involving academic researchers in
	related fields as well as practitioners fromboth government agencies and industry.


	In 2006, the Workshop on ISI was started in Singapore in conjunction with
	PAKDD, with most contributors and participants from the Asia-Pacific region.
	The second Pacific Asia Workshop on ISI, PAISI 2007, was held in Chengdu.
	Following that, the annual PAISI workshop was held in Taipei (2008), Bangkok,
	Thailand (2009), and Hyderabad, India (2010).


	Building on the momentum of these ISI meetings, we held PAISI 2011 together
	with IEEE ISI 2011 in Beijing, China, in July 2011. PAISI 2011 brought
	together technical and policy researchers from a variety of fields and provided
	a stimulating forum for ISI researchers in Pacific Asia and other regions of the
	world to exchange ideas and report research progress. This volume of Springer’s
	Lecture Notes in Computer Science contains 13 research papers presented at
	PAISI 2011. It presents a significant view on regional data sets and case studies,
	including Asian language processing, infectious informatics, emergence response,
	and cultural computing.


	PAISI 2011 was jointly hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the University
	of Arizona, and the University of Hong Kong.


	We wish to express our gratitude to all members of the Workshop Program
	Committee and additional reviewers who provided high-quality, constructive review
	comments within a tight schedule. Our special thanks go to the members
	of the Workshop Organizing Committee, as well as Guanpi Lai and Yanqing
	Gao for their help. We would like to acknowledge the excellent cooperation with
	Springer in the preparation of this volume. Last but not least, we thank all researchers
	in the ISI community for their strong and continuous support of the
	PAISI series and other related intelligence and security informatics research.
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iPad in Education For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	It's easy to bring the incredible iPad experience to your classroom today!


	The iPad is a natural fit for education in the 21st century, and this straightforward, full-color guide shows you just how to deploy it effectively in your educational institution. From understanding how iPads can be used for different learning...
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Pentaho Data Integration Beginner's Guide, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get up and running with the Pentaho Data Integration tool using this hands-on, easy-to-read guide


	Overview

	
		Manipulate your data by exploring, transforming, validating, and integrating it
	
		Learn to migrate data between applications
	
		Explore several features of Pentaho Data...
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Google Apps Script: Web Application Development EssentialsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to create dynamic web applications with Google Apps Script and take full advantage of your Google-hosted services. If you have basic coding skills and some JavaScript experience, this practical book shows you how Apps Script works, and provides step-by-step guidance for building applications you can use right away.
...
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Mathematics of the Securities IndustryMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Includes every calculation needed for the Series 7 test!

The Essential How-To Guide for Calculating P/Es, YTMs, and Other Important Wall Street Numbers

For both professional stockbrokers and self-directed individual investors, the ability to understand and use ratios, calculations, and formulas...
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LANs to WANs: The Complete Management GuideArtech House Publishers, 2003
This text addresses key network management challenges, showing professionals how to tie together incompatible LANs, meld legacy systems and LANs, extend the reach of LANs with wireless links, and protect information assets from various disaster scenarios.

Empowered by today’s high-performance computers interconnected over LANs and...
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iPhone JavaScript CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Written in a cookbook style, this book offers solutions using a recipe-based approach. Each recipe contains step-by-step instructions followed by an analysis of what was done in each task and other useful information. The cookbook approach means you can dive into whatever recipes you want in no particular order. This book is for web...
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